
 
 
 
Remote Work Life Podcast Interview With: Darcy Boles,  TaxJar 
 
well hello everybody wherever you may be in the world once again I've got a I've got a great 
guest today I'm with Darcy Bowles from from tax jar tax jar is a 100 percent remote business 
and I know you guys are all interested to learn about how you can get into working with in a 
remote business and tax Joyce was one of the best businesses I could think of to speak to and 
Darcy I want to speak to Darcy she's heads up the employment there so what better person to 
speak to them than somebody who deals with employment within a remote company Darcy 
thank you so much for joining us today sure absolutely a baby here does he tell us I mean I 
know that tax job that there's a bit of a clue in the name in terms of what the car what the 
company deals with but could you just begin by telling us a in a bit more depth about tax ja 
please sure absolutely so our main mission is to make commerce ecommerce easier for 
everyone um here in the United States we have multiple different sales tax regulations from 
state to county to the federal level it is different everywhere so we basically serve as a solution 
for e-commerce sellers so that plugs into WooCommerce Magento to basically on a file and 
make filing your sales tax as an e-commerce seller busier so you can excuse me easier so you 
can focus on your business so that's what we do in a nutshell we have multiple teams from 
marketing to development to customer service and we are located all across the United States 
we even have a girl who lives on a boat which is pretty cool yeah so we basically work all 
together to solely make commerce easier for our e-commerce sellers sounds great and uh from 
what I could see you join tax talk quite recently house yeah how's it all going for you it's good 
um so you mention my kind of employment I kind of just want to correct and actually kind of 
employee experience so my role is really kind of the lifecycle of bringing somebody on board 
making sure they feel welcome keeping the culture together um working on our team off sites 
just making sure that everyone feels like they know where things are and really one of my 
biggest missions is making sure cross the team's cross functionally are communicating with 
each other and understanding each other on a personal level because our business is based on 
trust if you're a remote company how are you going to trust your your coworkers if you don't 
know them so that's really the basis of my role um and I'm sorry can you repeat the last question 
no I was just just saying how you recently joined taxi ah yeah oh yeah how is it all going it's fairly 
new to you as well right sure absolutely it's fascinating I love it the sales tax space is is 
complicated and amazing and wonderful and we're solving a really really real problem for 
e-commerce sellers I mean the goal of running an online business is not to deal with your sales 
tax it's to run your business ups and and love your product and it's all your product so it's really 
cool to be part of a company that released these our customers as number one and then from a 
standpoint of how's it going from how I've been here for yes I guess about nine months now it's 
great it's so cool to be part of a pretty rapidly growing startup and really help to build out our 
onboarding program and our culture programs and I actually got to kind of have the moment 
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that I think every movement waits for in working for a remote company I helped plan our 
company off-site we do two off sites a year where we bring everyone for the United States to 
one common location in the US and I got to meet everyone and there were 25 people who had 
been hired since I was hired including myself who had never met anyone face to face Wow so 
it's going really well that was probably the the catalyst of just like this is real this is happening 
that that's something really cool that we do to that I think is essential to a remote company is 
that jamfest Jarvis Jarvis Jarvis call it Jim I'm sure you're kind of told tell us a bit about that 
because from the companies I've spoke to so far I spoke to a few companies that that offer 
remote work obviously because that's that's who were who were featuring in this in a summit tell 
us about how that goes how does jaw fest go and is that really key in terms of the sort of 
integrating people into the business and making people feel as though they're belong to the 
business yes I would say a hundred and ten percent yes to that um I think investing in bringing 
all employees together at the same time to really get to know each other own apart now that 
people don't know each other on a personal level but to be in physical contact and to see read 
body language and you could just see things that are outside of chat or zoom and really connect 
on a deeper level from an interest standpoint and also to get things done from a work standpoint 
I think is essential to a remote company I think I think any remote company that's not bringing 
their employees together at least once a year if not twice I think it's essential we do it twice a 
year is doing themselves a huge disservice and that seems to be a pattern as well there used to 
be well though there is a pattern in terms of other remote companies whether they're a hundred 
percent or not bringing the the group together at least once a year I think yeah twice a year 
seems to be the the theme the common theme and I think that's that's like you said it must be a 
crucial part of the engagement and I think that's one thing I mean that a lot of people that I've 
spoke to who are looking for remote work they struggle with the actual what you've got the the 
isolation in some ways you know so I think things like jar fest is it's a wonderful idea and you 
know get bringing people together and as well Darcie have you have you had or the remote 
roles as well is this is this your first room roll so this is technically my first fully remote roll um 
that being said I actually worked for air B&B for about three and a half four years so I had was 
working with teams that were in Japan and Australia and all over the world so I kind of took that 
knowledge and that skill set of you know cross communicating across time zones it really is in 
some way like working remotely so I felt really confident coming into this role that I could I could 
adopt that fully remote lifestyle and also for me being fully remote is a non-negotiable for me for 
the rest of my life like I would never work any other way Wow yeah you're completely 
transformed from somebody who used to work in an office yeah I mean that you've really 
actually a good point in there Darcy because lots of again lots of the people have spoken to 
people like yourself who are either recruiting now or perhaps in the future they all say that you 
you need to have some sort of experience of working remotely and I think you sort of really 
revealed a really clever way of sort of saying that you have the transferable skills essentially ie 
you've worked with sort of remote teams before so I think that's that's a massive part of what 
working remotely isn't it being able to to work across time zones absolutely I would say not even 
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just time zones but I always when I am looking at resumes I never want to negate somebody 
because they haven't had fully remote experience I think some things that we really look for that 
we've seen that have proven to be successful is a huge entrepreneurial spirit a lot of people on 
our team have actually owned their own businesses and sold their own businesses and being 
an entrepreneur you have to go with the flow you work weird hours you're always on the go like 
that's a huge sign another huge sign is comfort with cloud-based tools are you comfortable 
communicating across Basecamp slack Trello asana whatever that may be we use Basecamp 
but that comfort level with chat communication things like Skype like 4:00 on right now or zoom 
which we use for our all come team calls and all of our video meetings comfort level with that is 
is huge and that can really help I think with noticing somebody's skill set and knowing okay well 
maybe you haven't been fully removed before but this really tells me that you're committed and 
that you can make this transition fairly easily absolutely yeah we're going to come on to a few 
have you know in a little while about some of the tools but like you mentioned a couple of them 
already and it seems again like each remote company I think this is something to really think 
about each remote company has their their sort of their set of tools that they prefer to use so I 
think even if you're not working remotely now and you're trying to get into it it's it's a good idea to 
actually to begin to familiarize yourself at least with those with those tools so you you know what 
to do and actually try to implement some of them into your day-to-day work so that you can 
actually say that you've not only sort of familiar with them but you've actually used them as well 
so that's that's great one thing you said Darcy you said your complete your remote forever now 
you have your remote or nothing now how why is that for you why what why is it so attractive for 
you and you know yeah what's the attraction for you sure absolutely I think for me on not even a 
professional level but a personal level when I'm happy and my dreams are being fulfilled from 
like a personal level yep obviously I'm going to excel in my professional life and for me one of 
my like personal core values is I love to travel like traveling is a non-negotiable for me and so 
the freedom like I'm in Oregon right now house-sitting for my best friend's dog while they're on 
their honeymoon and I'm on my way and I can bring my dog and I can live in Lake Tahoe in a 
community that we don't have much of a community there's hardly anybody there I live in the 
middle of the mountains there's a bear in my front yard you gonna be able to do live kind of this 
life that I've always wanted to live but also excel in a profession that I was born to do and that I 
love doing is a match made in heaven for me and I see it everyone has a different reason for 
working remotely and I see it on our team all the time I mean we've got people who love working 
really cuz they're never gonna miss their kids baseball game or they are gonna be able to stay 
with their grandpa when they're sick or they're able just to pop on over to New York for 
Christmas to visit an auntie and that is so special we're not restricting ourselves because I have 
to get in the car and be at an office the ends up being a 12-hour day with a commute yeah and 
it's wasteful time and I can work the hours and I need to work I work a lot but I also really enjoy 
the fact that it might schedule is flexible it's I mean it sounds like you're a bit of a nomad as well 
then you like you like your travelling way deal where do you where have you traveled recently 
sure I just got back from Mexico wedding yeah just got back from Mexico right now I'm in 
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Oregon for the month I'm not really sure what's next but that's the beauty of it is if you know I roll 
up here on a Saturday spent my weekend here and then just dove into work on Monday 
morning and it makes really no difference my quality of work is the same if not better because 
I'm happy and it's not you you mentioned another great word there community and I think that's 
a lot of thing that remote workers they struggle with that they really struggle out from them from 
the conversations I've had a lot of them I think I mentioned this to you before we came on the 
call but there's a lots of feelings of isolation and you know just feeling as though there are 
people there but they just don't have this sort of network how do you how do you sort of keep on 
a personal how do you sort of keep your own networks going sure so that to fold all into it first of 
how we keep it going within texture and then how I keep it going personally um I think isolation 
is and can be a reality of remote work for sure um I definitely feel it sometimes when I am back 
home in Tahoe there aren't a lot of people around and so how I really keep it within texture and 
one of my roles is noticing that if I'm feeling this way there are probably other people who are 
feeling this way um who live less remotely than I do in terms of their physical space so we've 
created a lot of things within texture to really bond people and have kind of that internal 
community even within Basecamp and that's everything from creating social channels within our 
with another project management system from kids at texture to pets at Jack's yard well we help 
wellness group this month we've launched a health and wellness challenge where you need to 
get 7,000 steps in per day I need to share a photo of where you where you walked or where you 
ran or where you buy exercise today and then at the end of the month we'll do a drawing 
whoever did this every day for $100 to Amazon so it creates this community of I get to see 
where Kyle ran in Tennessee or I get to see where somebody kayak and got their arm workout 
in and so it's really really cool it kind of opens up these lines of communication and creates this 
community of similar interests um so that's really something that we work really hard to do 
internally to negate any sort of isolation and that spans even further from that to things like skill 
shares where somebody shares a skill to part they celebrating birthdays anniversaries I mean 
we really work hard to make sure that no one feels like they're ever a lot would it be fair to say 
then that you guys say I'll let you go above and beyond and I think it may be that remote 
companies perhaps have to do a lot more than a bricks and mortar company because of that 
sort of endemic sort of feeling of isolation amongst people who were remotely that would that be 
fair yeah I'd say absolutely I mean you can't just grab somebody and say let's go to happy hour 
right yes right so we've got to find ways and we have some ways to kind of um match what 
happy hour would mean so whether that's just a hop on a call in chat or we do something called 
Friday FaceTime where our newer employees stick around and anyone who'd like to come on 
the call comes on and we just pop your questions from anything about life and we just learn 
about that person and so it's kind of like a happy hour chat but without the booze and ass out 
the bar but it's cool we drink in the best wine if you want on your own so that's what's really cool 
about it and then from a personal standpoint creating community I think it's really cool to find 
other remote workers in my area um that's definitely something that I've sought out to do and 
also just working from coffee shops and making sure I get out of the house and being around 
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other people um that also falls on me and falls out anybody else who works remotely you have 
to kind of have if it's something you want you kind of have to have that that drive to get yourself 
out of your PJs and out of your house because don't have to so I know that's something that I 
needed in my life so I definitely make an effort to do that and I mean other than the actual the 
isolation do you have any other private individual or challenges in tax jar that that you you know 
you overcome being a 100 percent remote company um I think I don't know this is very 
necessary challenge but I think something that really helps and just something always to 
remember being as a represent remote company is over communicate all the time because 
we're all kind of on our own schedules I mean we all pretty much work the same hours give or 
take three hours with the eastern time zone um I would say documentation and communication 
like anyone coming into a project or a task that's been left open should know exactly where to 
pick up ROI shouldn't pass that person just they should know exactly where to pick up and all 
that should have been documented and so I think just always being knowing that even though 
I've said things like four or five times that's not annoying to people and that's okay and I just 
have to remember that is bouncing something four or five times I just want to make sure it gets 
out to everyone and everybody knows that what's going on or the changes that have been made 
and and just being comfortable with that being comfortable with repeating yourself being 
comfortable with over documenting and over communication because that's how we work 
together and we're remote I was talking to two Nick Francis from help scout you today and he 
was again a lot of the things that you're saying reflect what he said I think one of the things he 
said that's keys is the ability to be able to docq he said the exact word I think or something 
similar you know being able to write quite concisely as well and quite effectively to communicate 
different aspects of a project or where you're up to or you know just communicating a general 
day-to-day things so somebody can really understand it quite quickly without having I suppose 
the the face-to-face contact yeah and that's something that sounds like you you do that as well 
with with tax jar and it's something like it sounds like as well it's something that has to be would 
it be fair to say that would have to be part of I suppose one of the traits of somebody who's 
who's remote work is that communication yes I would say being a pro at communication is a 
non-negotiable for us um you have to be a good communicator to be able to work remotely I 
think that badge is non-negotiable negotiable for any remote worker and there are there any 
other traits that you've you've noticed or that you asked for with tax jar that I suppose the softer 
skills I suppose what I'm referring to here is the softer skills sure that you want or need a texture 
yeah absolutely I would curiosity are you breaking up slightly there Darcy oh can you hear me 
I've got your button out you back okay I would say a huge thing in a huge trade but um I really 
look for in people that we look for at tax jar and people that we found to be successful is 
curiosity um the curiosity to solve problems the curiosity to learn about all the aspects of the 
business even though it might not pertain to your role um the curiosity and drive just you work 
together and find solutions um yeah curiosity and problem solving it's a probably go pretty 
hand-in-hand um interestingly enough I found that and this isn't something I necessarily look for 
like you don't have to be funny to work at a track I found that humor has been really into an 
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interesting shape that's come out of some people that's really helped to kind of break down 
some barriers in terms of like the cultural standpoint of tax jar um when somebody pops in with 
a joke that everybody kind of gets but is out of the Woodworks you just immediately feel like I 
could talk to this guy so I'd say that's something that was surprising that I've learned um but I 
take curiosity curiosity and probably the ability to problem solve is huge no I can see well that 
sense of why you need that sense of humor because may I've experienced remote work myself 
and I think there's times when I suppose if you if you're not as collected it within you're not as 
connected within a big company as you guys are you have to find ways of entertaining yourself 
in some ways and yeah you know you have to I think as well it would be fair to say if if you're 
dealing with somebody who may be a client or who may be a colleague or an associate within 
the business that you're in you got to find some way of connecting with somebody quite quickly 
and quite immediately and I suppose that sense of humor is a trigger for that isn't it yeah I would 
definitely say so which is it was something that pleasantly surprised me and something I actually 
hadn't thought about coming to texture that I've really noticed kind of over the last nine months 
of what's really helped to open people up and I'd say that's that's a huge catalyst I think is a bit 
of misconception as well as remote workers is I think there's a conception that we're just heads 
down and we just keep ourselves to ourselves and we don't talk to anybody all day and I think 
you completely well I know that's not true but I think that's that confirms that that root that's a 
rumor that's not true so that's good I actually see there's there's two sides to that it's kind of a 
double headed dragon it's there's that conception and then there's also the conception that 
remote workers are just goofing off and not working ah yes which is so far from the truth 
because I would say our team and other remote teams probably work too much and so that is 
such an interesting you know dichotomy is those two camps of thought from people who have 
never worked remotely are not familiar with remote work because it's such it's so different than 
either one of those right completely agree again this is I suppose it leads to another trait doesn't 
it really cuz you've got to have that you mentioned trust at the top of the call but you have to 
have that aspect of discipline self-discipline because it's not any you know when you're sitting it 
next to your boss you know in a bricks and mortar business you kind of aware that you should 
be doing something but when you're sitting on your own you need to be sort of conscious that 
after this project or after this hour I need to move on to something else and you know it's now 
the end of the day so I need to clock off now and you know go and pick the kids up from from 
school or whatever it may be so yeah working too much definitely something that I find I still do 
quite a lot yeah yeah absolutely so I think that's a continuous challenge within all remote 
companies I haven't really heard anything different I think I think there's no one solution at all I 
think a big part of that it is self discipline and giving yourself the permission to to clock off and 
also really setting that example from a leadership level is huge so that's something that I'm 
really impressed with our leadership team and our art carseat staff is they really make make a 
point our CEO really makes a point to to take time time off and encourage everyone else to take 
time off to myself so do you leave up do you I mean do you track people's time or do you just 
leave people just to do their own tracking or how do you how do you work do you mean in terms 
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of taking time off or just kind of in general just where the aspects of you know because I I'm 
some companies work to the actual view that they want 40 hours per week for example or 36 
hours per week is that how you work or do you just leave people to do projects and you know 
it's just a matter of them doing it delivering it to that certain deadline sure so we have everyone I 
an average of 48 hours a week and we don't track the time are we hire adults for a reason and 
we hire people who are responsible and who can you know obviously some weeks are gonna 
be a little more than 40 and something's are gonna be a little less um that's just the nature of the 
business we're a quarterly business because we final sales tax so you know four months out of 
the year are crazy like absolutely crazy and people are probably working a little bit more than 
four hours a week that being said in those down months from my position I definitely look on our 
calendar and make sure people are taking time off I make sure people are taking days off 
because without that rest people are gonna get burned out and that's the last thing that we want 
so totally answer your question no we don't track time but I don't I hope and don't think we ever 
will need to based on our the expectations that are set when we hire and also the people that 
we hire like balance is huge and balance is something that we strongly strongly encourage we 
never want to see people working 60 hours a week all the time that's not okay but if somebody's 
working ten hours a week then there's probably a problem of course of course and we're gonna 
talk about the hiring process in a little bit but I'm curious because I I am on lots of email lists and 
forums and I talked a lot of people about remote work getting into remote work and a lot of them 
a lot of people are struggling to get remote work and I think my feeling is that there's a swath of 
people who are perhaps not approaching getting a remote role in the right way how actually how 
did you get how did you get your role with them with texture well I saw the posting I was working 
in Lake Tahoe it's working for a small marketing firm in between my when I left our B&B and I 
was I came on a tax jar and I was thinking about all the things that I really really wanted in my 
next role and it totally had to do with employee experience how did you company culture how 
did you being able to build in a start-up I love problem solving I love building things out of 
nothing it's I strive in it I love working as a team and I was on we work remotely actually and this 
position popped up and I start reading it like sales tax I have never worked in sales tax more I've 
never worked in any sort of you know I've always been in the hospitality industry but then I 
started looking the role when I was like wow this team is incredible these are some of the 
smartest people I have read about I want to be a part of this team and the role specifically 
because I was interacting with the product so much the role specifically was so exactly what I'd 
been looking for and it was even more than I even imagined so that was kind of the first step 
when I saw and I was like this is me this role and I can make a big difference here so I started 
reaching out I started using the skills but I that I had gained kind of in my past experience and 
and ended up realizing it was a really good fit for me and and the company thought so too so 
that's kind of how I got in the door did you apply via that job board or did you did you go direct 
oh yeah absolutely so I applied via the job board um I also reached out I used all my researches 
I was probably super annoying I reached out to see oh I'm it then I reached out to the CEO via 
email I tried all of his first and last names mom I have a bunch of bounce bounce backs but I 
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think when you know that you're the fit for something and you want it really bad and you know 
that you can make a difference that shows if as long as you know you do it out of with a good 
heart and you do it with your gut feeling and you do it because you know this is a good fit for 
you and it's not always gonna work out I was so happy that it did and but I would just say like 
again that over communication working remotely and I think that really kind of shined with me 
but I also see it shine with other people who want to work remotely and I definitely you want you 
you touched on something saying you know people don't really know where to start or maybe 
they're doing it the wrong way um I don't ever and I can say this collectively for texture as a 
team like we all never want somebody to come to tack char just cuz they want to work remotely 
but that's not the reason that we're a team we're not a team because we all just want to travel or 
work remotely we're a team because remote work is our passion but we want to build stuff 
together we're passionate about the product we're passionate about our goals we're passionate 
collectively we want to work out books smart people who make us better people and that's the 
reason I look for texture and that's the reason I see successful hires come on not just I want to 
work from home and I think that is a misconception that some people don't realize when they're 
applying to remote position is it's so much more than just having that flexibility yeah and again 
you you've another great point because that I was actually coming to that in in the sense that 
the way in which you and I specifically asked you why or how you went about applying so I got 
the feeling that you didn't just apply through the job board and leave you leave it to that I had 
that feeling and I think when you while you're watching this and listening to to Darcy you have to 
appreciate that it's not a spray-and-pray sort of approach to to actual job you know to getting a 
job especially in a remote business I think more so than a brick somewhat business because 
you have to there's so many we mentioned some of the traits already but you also have to show 
that passion and that sort of commitment and that I suppose affinity to that particular company 
and obviously Darcy loves what she does she loves who she works for and that when she 
emailed the CEO directly she was able to transmit that through her emails so I think it's it's it's a 
it's a it's actually about like Darcy said he's understanding first and foremost why you want to 
work for a company that you want to work for you need to find that company that you have a 
connection with before you start to apply with resume after resume after resume so yeah I love I 
love that little example there Darcy is great really try to you know in in many ways what one 
good approach might be to before you even start to to look at job boards is to understand begin 
to understand yourself begin to understand what you know your reasons why you want to work 
remotely as Darcy said it's not just about wanting to remotely because I think I hear a lot of you 
saying you know I really want to work remotely how do I go about it that's you're putting it the 
wrong way around it's it's first and foremost you need to understand what it is you know why you 
want to do what you want to do how you want to serve people you know and then you begin to 
build the bricks on top of that in terms of what companies might suit your your why I suppose 
you could say totally and I actually remember they wrote it down um to piggyback off that which 
which makes a lot of senses you know I think I've seen some things that are a deterrent and this 
is for the audience like for the audience I've seen some things that are a deterrent sometimes 
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people will apply to multiple positions that are in totally different departments just because they 
want to work yes just part company but that being said that shows us that you you need to be 
good at the position that you're applying for it's not just about wanting to work for the company - 
what is your skillset where are you gonna thrive and really really diving into that is HUGE um 
another thing too is is make yourself stand out spend a lot of time on your application reach out 
to the different hiring managers do your research read the blogs read our like we have a life at 
tax our blog and people read it all the time and they love it and it's so cool for me to see up like 
your shoes that come in that somebody shows that they really spent some time diving into our 
culture and that being said when you're applying for a remote job so are thousands of other 
people and this is encourage you but because we're remote we also have the ability from our 
end and any other remote company has this Chu to select from a very very very diverse and 
wide group of talent um so that's another thing to consider too just like what you were saying 
earlier like it's not just a spray and pray yeah doesn't work here it doesn't work in the remote 
space so I think being really conscious and cognizant of that is important no that's that's 
wonderful then what does he I mean once you through the door and you've you've got that 
magical application that resume and everything ties in nicely what does the the actual hiring 
process look like with tax jar sure absolutely so um we have kind of it set up right now and this 
isn't to say this isn't gonna change in the future but it's something that's worked for us for pretty 
well we have about three interviews so we have the hiring manager first reach out with you 
know a second set of questions or whatever pertains to the role obviously each role is different 
each hiring mentor needs a different set of skill sets if it's a development role there may be a 
code review if it's a marketing role there may be a special project who knows it totally depends 
on the hiring manager if that kind of round goes through we ask that it goes to a subcommittee 
so we try to have at least one if not multiple people from the team that that person may be 
working on interview the person we want to hear different perspectives um and then from there 
it goes to a culture interview with either our chief of technology our CEO or myself I'm just really 
understanding that person's passion for remote work um will they fit in with our team in terms of 
communication are they curious are they entrepreneurial what is that so then we actually do a 
pretty interesting thing that very few companies do I don't know if you already read about this 
but we actually do a 30 to 90 day trial process so it's it's a mutual trial um we set salary 
expectations prior to the trial that person is paid hourly on a contract basis before accepting a 
full-time offer if it works out and we do this to make sure it's a mutual fit for both us and the 
employee um and we've found that it we've huge success with us with it and then if that role if 
that person is offered a full-time role we can seamlessly transition them in through an 
onboarding process into being a full-time employee Wow it sounds like an intense process but 
well I say intense but it sounds like you're trying to cover all bases in terms of getting to know 
the person you you're you're not just throwing them in it's it's almost like you're trying to give 
them a softer landing as possible absolutely landing and from our perspective to like our goal is 
not just like we're growing rapidly but our goal is not just to fit butts in seats like we don't want 
people just because we need them like we want people because we want them to be here a 
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long time and we want them to be happy we want them to be contributing to company and but 
we also want to make sure it's a good fit for them so hiring hiring is expensive if so it doesn't 
work out it it's not just expensive financially but emotionally it takes an emotional toll on the team 
we put a ton of work into looking for candidates and through the hiring process and we don't 
want that time to go to waste and we don't want to waste anybody's time either so it is totally a 
mutual respect thing and we've found that it really really helps with longevity in terms of people 
within the business and yeah we've just we've found that it works for me laughs sounds great 
sounds really good and do you know what your because again I when I was speaking to to Nick 
he was saying that their process their hiring process it's about 30 to 40 days do you know how 
long yours is or is it is it is there no sort of particular I don't want to answer that because I we 
don't have an exact fair enough yeah we don't have an exact terms of timeline I mean I think 
ideally I'd say average we try to get people through the interview and pipeline process to a trial 
within yeah 30 to 40 so I got there like three to four we but I wouldn't I don't really want to say 
that solidly because that changes from role to role and then obviously somebody's coming on 
trial sometimes that person's still working a full-time job and so they're gonna do a longer trial 
because they're taking time off from their job or they're gonna be working nights or whatever 
that is sometimes people know it's a fit and they leave their job to come full time on trial it's so 
dependent on situation and that's why we're Foxwell with it because we understand it if this 
person is the right Canada and the right fit like both them and us are gonna work hard to make 
sure that both parties are satisfied mm-hmm of course and for anybody who may be thinking 
about applying to a role with with tax John now or in the future where do you hire people 
geographically uh in terms of so at the moment we are pretty much only hiring within the US and 
that's not to say that you can't travel when you work and just we are a us-based company I'm 
working on US sales tax so we would love to grow internationally in the future we're just not 
quite there yet um so if you are a u.s. resident or citizen please think about applying and check 
out our open rolls they're all posted at tax jar com slash jobs um so yeah sounds good like I said 
you need to check even if you're not looking at the minute or even if there aren't roles that suit 
you I think it's a good idea to it's always a good idea I think anyway when you're looking you're 
sort of putting together your list of your ideal remote company to work for is to look through the 
whole website from top to bottom learn about the people learn about Darcy learn go to her 
LinkedIn profile and see what she's done be prior to this and trying to find you know go to the 
blog the blog tells you so much about the culture of the business tells you about the plans for 
the business or what what the business has done so if you could be as informed as possible 
you you can be in a position that when a role does come up that suits you you'll be in a position 
to actually really have an understanding and be able to put that into your application so I think 
it's a great idea just to have a look so that's tax JA dot-com four slash jobs and Darcy what's in 
terms of that we talked very very briefly about diversity early on we only touched on it slightly I 
mean it's a challenge enough for bricks and mortar businesses to sort of keep by you know a 
diverse range of people within the business do you have any sort of initiatives or any ways in 
which you sort of try to attract a diverse audience into tax jar sure I mean this is definitely 
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something as we grow we are looking a lot more into in terms of finding additional platforms to 
uh to advertise our jobs on and whether that be a job platform that really has you know a lot of 
women developers who are on that platform I'm actually in the process of hiring a recruiter right 
now I've lost two good golfers out there oh oh yeah I've got you again you're back I'm not sure 
about something um so yes there we're definitely we're always on the lookout for other platforms 
that reach a more diverse audience other than just LinkedIn or we work remotely or a jobs board 
that being said I'm actually in the process of hiring a recruiter on the employee experience team 
oh whoa so if anybody has recruiting remote recruiting experience and technical recruiting 
please feel free to reach out that is definitely something that is on the roadmap and something 
we're always always looking looking for is kind of finding more diverse ways and to find a more 
diverse crowd to attract protection so anybody well in fact I'll put the word out as well on my side 
of things because I have a recruitment round myself so I'll see if anybody is looking for a 
technical recruitment job and what will that what kind of just so people have got a clue as to the 
sorts of roles that person may be recruiting for are there any particular stacks that you that you 
use within technical stacks that you use within tax jar that you know that the recruiter might be 
looking at um so I would just say from kind of a more a high low overview the person that we're 
looking for we really want to not only build the technical team but also they'll be were hiring for 
all the roles in our company so marketing customer service so kind of being able to have the 
skills that transcend across all all teams cross functionally and this person would be our lead 
recruiter they'd be our first recruiter we're at 51 people 52 people scuse me and they'd be 
building out a recruiting team also as we grow so we really want to be able to proactively find 
candidates we have a lot of candidates that are coming to us right now but it's a matter of really 
finding those quality candidates and having somebody who's on it on the lookout sourcing and 
who's working really really closely with our hiring managers to deeply understand the culture 
and the roles that need to be filled that that relationship between hiring manager and recruiter 
and also the recruiter and myself um we're looking for such a strong relationship there so that's 
really what I am looking for at the moment in texture and with that said I mean that recruit is 
probably gonna have to deal with lots and lots of resumes right because yeah it's very popular 
too it seems very popular right now to you know to apply for jobs in remote companies and I 
think again we talked about this a little bit earlier on but you have to find a way of standing out to 
that recruiter or to Darcy or to the CEO you have to find a way of making your resume different 
in some way or at least stand out from the others that are there Darcy from your perspective 
what really attracts you to somebody's resume other than the obviously the you mentioned the 
entrepreneurial things are there any other things that attract you to somebody's resume sure um 
I would definitely say it's obvious I mean it's to give an experience the experience within the role 
and have they used the tools have they done this before it's definitely not a green role for 
somebody it's somebody who does have experience doing this um but I would say again 
curiosity um the thoroughness in an application the since that this person really really wants to 
work as a team I mean we have we really strive hard not to hire people with a strong ego we are 
a team um even our CEO does success tickets I mean we are a team and there is not hierarchy 
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here like in in terms of really working together like we are all open and willing to work together 
so that is something that's huge that I look for um in in somebody who's applying sounds good 
sounds too good to be true but it sounds like it sounds great to me pretty great company I feel 
so lucky to work here and the team is just so incredible and has such an incredible skill does a 
diverse skill set and also from a personality standpoint there are people who are amazing 
bakers that you would never know that we've learned throughout kind of our social channels and 
it really I get excited every day to wake wake up one walk to my desk in my slippers and and 
really really do some seriously cool work in the world and really help ecommerce sellers solve 
this problem no it's well I mean you found what a lot of people spend a lot of their life looking for 
and I think I think you should really listen back to what Darcy has said because it's just I love I 
love actually interviewing people like you Darcy because it's just it gives you that it gives people 
who are watching that hope that they too can actually find their niche if you do it in the right way 
you got about in the right way and you you know you try your best to put in fact it does take a 
little bit of effort on your part you can really do it and Darcy has last he's done it and it sounds 
like she's found the best place to work she's ever worked in maybe totally and it's the best role 
for me though and I think that's something to note too it's not just cuz I work for my company 
and remote is my number one and I love the people I work with and I love our goals or a mission 
but before I found this role um I really did some soul-searching and what I wanted and what 
were non-negotiables for me and also I did some strength finding courses I did what are my 
strengths what what can I sign and what can I do because I tend to have a sense and I think a 
lot of people have this as oh it should be good at everything why don't I know how to do this like 
why am I not the best recruiter or or whatever that may mean because I kind of worry recruiting 
her right now but that being said you start to learn what you are good at and be confident in that 
and look for roles that really match up with that within the remote space like it's not all about just 
wanting to work remotely and I think taking that time for you whether it means you end up in a 
remote role or not he's only gonna benefit you yeah that again that's a massive a massive piece 
of advice there is that I think usually when people are looking for a role it's it's usually from a 
place of panic maybe sometimes or a place every time yeah you know and with that panic you 
you tend to to jump at something or really be quite quick to actually dive into something that 
may not suit you but if you take the time out as Darcy suggesting is to not just think about 
working remotely think about your why think about your strengths really think about what you're 
good at because deities and other other recruiters are going to look at what strengths you can 
bring to the company it's about what you can give it's not about what the company gives to you I 
mean in some part it is but it's very much at in the in the application process it's about what you 
have to offer to the company so another great piece of advice Darcy thank you so much for that 
and from you know my I suppose one is any sort of last piece of advice that you can they can 
put our way or puts yet if we're looking for a remote role or if we're looking for a not just a 
remote role looking for our next next company's any one last piece of advice or one thing that 
we shouldn't do you shouldn't do I thought okay well sorry what you shouldn't do don't ever just 
say you want to work from home yes yes I would say and this really is what so much of what we 
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talked about in the last hour Alex does I would say to everyone find your why find your why why 
you want to work for the company that you're looking for learn everything about it does it match 
up with your values is it match up with something you want to do do you see yourself there long 
term what can you contribute to the company but I think something we really try to do with with 
everything we do a tax jar like we try to find the why but behind every release behind you know 
any sort of implementation from a cultural standpoint that I put in like I don't want to just be 
throwing the stuff out there it that that becomes noise right what is the why behind it and and 
why are you doing it and what are results that we can see from it so I would definitely say that's 
the biggest thing is find your why on a personal level and then look for companies that really 
match up with your values and they're out there there's more remote companies that are 
launching every day are becoming more popular every day this is the new future of work and it i 
don't i personally don't think and i truly believe it's not going away um so that would be my my 
final piece of advice Darcy it's been an absolute blast talking to you I've really enjoyed it I've 
learned some things myself as well and I'm sure everybody watching has learned a whole heap 
in terms of how they should go about you know applying to a company like text or so everybody 
once again that URL is tax jar comm fourths last jobs but before you you once you've looked at 
that before you even say anything or write anything to anybody attack star you need to look 
through the whole website so Darcy I want to say thank you and yeah all the best for the future 
and yeah we'll be will be looking forward to hearing more from texture awesome thank you so 
much Alex it was a pleasure to speak with you too and let's stay in touch will do sounds good 
okay thanks Alex thanks Darcy  
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